Lighting Solutions

Patient Room Lighting
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One Point of Contact
One Total Solution
All patient room lighting is available with eco friendly LED’s

All patient room lighting also available in energy efficient fluorescent lamps

Please note that light output may not be exactly as shown
The Amico Solar Series Multifunction Light is designed to provide you with the many light functions used in a patient room all in one fixture. The Solar Series Multifunction Light comes standard with Reading, Ambient and Exam functions. Using a low voltage controller or our LightMaster relay, the Reading and Ambient functions in the light can be controlled by the patient via the pillow speaker attached to the nurse call system. Amico uses the latest LED technology for all functions of this fixture.

Other Configurations Available

Reading/Ambient/Exam  Reading/Ambient  Ambient/Exam  Ambient

Also available with biax fluorescent lamps
Solar Series
2x2 LED Lights

2x2 Ambient

2x2 Exam

2x2 Reading Ambient

Multiple Functions in One Fixture

Ambient

Exam

Reading/Ambient

Chart Light (Optional)

Also available with biax fluorescent lamps
Optional Configuration with Duo Exam

Reading Light

Ambient Light
Solar Series
Duo Exam LED Light

The Duo Exam Light offers the right combination of light for the caregiver and patient alike. Utilizing the Amico LED technology, the caregiver will have ample examination light to administer proper care. A pleasant, glare-free Ambient light can be activated for the patient by using a different configuration of the LED boards.

Utilizing the Amico Duo Exam Lights can accommodate the use of a ceiling mounted patient lift or other critical equipment such as a Pendant System without causing any hindrance or lack of light performance. The asymmetrical light distribution allows Amico to achieve the right light levels for your environment.

Also available with T5HO fluorescent lamps
Ideal Lighting for ICU’s with Pendant Systems

Lower Ambient Light Option

Excellent Shadow Control – Room is Clearly Lit Even When Lights Appear Obstructed
Inspired by the aerodynamic shape of an airplane wing, the Amico Skyline Series Overbed Light offers a sleek and elegant design that meets the needs of both the patient and caregiver. Incorporating the latest technology, the Skyline Light is designed to provide high quality illumination while meeting the aesthetic requirements of the patient room. The Skyline Series Light is designed with seam-free surfaces and clean edges that eliminate dust traps and make cleaning easy.

Reading Light  Ambient Light  Examination Light  Night Light (4' Version Only)

Also available with fluorescent lamps
Reading Light

Ambient Light

Night Light (Optional)

Examination Light
The Amico LightMaster Multifunction Switch is designed to improve the day-to-day experience of caregivers, patients and visitors alike. With all the advancements in patient room lighting, Amico has made it easy to control the various types of lights required in the patient room. In a single gang space, the LightMaster controls Reading, Ambient, Exam, Night and Chart Lights within one or multiple light fixtures in the patient room.

The LightMaster keypad is designed as a hospital grade low voltage device to ensure that the highest level of safety measures are met. A mylar overlay is used on each keypad for ease of cleaning and durability to minimize infection control issues.

Full Communication Between Keypads
Controls Up To Five Functions in One Fixture

Controls Up To Five Functions in Multiple Fixtures

Total Communication Between Bedside, Door and Nurse Call
The Lunar Series LED Night Lights bring a soft, low level of illumination to any healthcare environment. Night Lights allow clinical staff to navigate through a dark room without disturbing patients. To accommodate for the various sleep patterns of the patient, the Lunar Series Night Lights are available in 2700K, 3000K and 3500K soft white as well as in amber and blue colors. Our unique faceplate design is not only aesthetically pleasing, it also has minimal protrusion from the wall and provides even light distribution.
More Lighting Solutions Available...

- **Mira Series**
  Minor Surgery & Exam Lighting

- **Gamma Series**
  Procedure & Exam Lighting

- **Clarity Series**
  Task & Reading Lighting

- **Magna Series**
  Magnifiers
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